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高一英语第七期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非
1. _____ can you expect to get a pay rise.

A. With hard work B. Although work hard
C. Only with hard work D. So hard he works that

2. Not until all the fish died in the water _____ how serious the pollution was.
A. had the villagers realized B. realized the villagers
C. didn’t the villagers realize D. did the villagers realize

3. _____ got into the room _____ the telephone rang.
A. He hardly…when B. No sooner had he…when
C. He had not…than D. Hardly had he…when

4. It is to observe the earth _____ satellites carry television far into space.
A. what B. where C. which D. that

5. _____, he is not afraid to go there alone at night.
A. A boy as he is B. A boy though he is C. In spite of he is a boy D. Boy though he is

6. _____, the crops would be destroyed.
A. If it would rain B. Would it rain C. Had it rained D. Were it to rain

7. On the river _____ where he once lived.
A. stand a house B. a house stands C. does a house stand D. stands a house

8. It was from only a few supplies that she had bought in the village _____ the hostess cooked such a nice dinner.
A. where B. that C. when D. which

9. _____ some people regard as a drawback is seen as a plus by many others.
A. Whether B. What C. That D. How

10. Today, we will begin _____ we stopped yesterday so that no point will be left out.
A. when B. where C. how D. what

11. – I prefer shutting myself in and listening to music all day on Sundays.
– That’s _____ I don’t agree. You should have a more active life.
A. where B. how C. when D. what

12. Modern science has given clear evidence _____ smoking can lead to many diseases.
A. what B. which C. that D. where

13. “Things _____ never come again!” I couldn’t help talking to myself.
A. having lost B. losing C. to lose D. lost

14. At least 107 people were reported _____ in the ever recorded worst snow that struck southern
China last winter.
A. to kill B. to be killed C. to have been killed D. to have killed

15. The old lady needed _____ as she was in her 80s.
A. to look like B. looking like C. look like D. being looked like
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